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Enlighten by the course Production Engineering taught by Dr. Yang Liu, the 
author was been deeply attracted by the fascinating theory of competitiveness 
evaluation for enterprises. So that the author decide to integrate the theory with 
programming skill to make a practical application, which is able to help company 
to do the evaluation process without any technical problems. 
The goal of this project is that to make a practical web application to simplify the 
evaluating process which can be easily applied by the users at anytime from 
anywhere via the Internet.  
The Waterfall methodology has been utilized in order to finish this project, the 
development process follows a natural logic, which are requirement analysis, 
application design, programming implementation, testing and debugging, 
integration and maintenance. 
The final result of this project is able to work properly to replace previous 
complex evaluation process and obtain relatively accurate and trustable evaluation 
result and graph. Furthermore, more revising and updating can be done in the 
future. 
The goal of thesis is not only to demonstrate the development process of this web 
application, but also the planning methods and development tools which has been 
utilized before starting the programming. Furthermore, the theoretical knowledge 
involved will be explained in this article.  
 
Though, there are some flaws in this project, in summary, this project is mainly 
successful. It is able to work properly to obtain the competitiveness of enterprises. 
And the drawbacks of this application can be modified in the future. 
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FORDWORD 
 
This web application is designed for all the managers, who is interested in 
evaluating and improving his or her company performance. And this is my first 
completed web application I have ever designed, many difficulties I have met 
when I was developing the application. Hereby, I want to give me thanks to the all 
of my friends who have helped me to go through these problems. 
 
First of all, I would like to give me deepest gratitude to my supervisor Dr. Yang 
Liu, thanks for constantly giving me help when I lose my direction. Under 
guidance of Dr. Liu, I have learned not only knowledge, but also how to be a man 
with responsibility and generousness. 
 
My thankfulness also goes to my dearest friend Alex Gao and my lovely girl 
friend Xuepin Zhao, thanks for the your encouragement when I was frustrated. 
 
Jiajun Wu 
 
Vaasa, March, 2013 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
After setting foot into Information Technology for more than three years, several 
programming languages has been learned, such as, C language, Java , JavaScript, 
and also the web making languages, like HTML and CSS. Although without 
enough experience on handling projects, the author still looks forward to have a 
chance to deal with a real project. 
It is a great opportunity to acquaint the theory about evaluating competitiveness 
and improving the performance of the company in the course Production 
Engineering taught by Dr. Yang Liu. By the time, the evaluation process is more 
complicated than expectation, several application and software have to be used in 
order to finish the measurement, such as Expert Choice, Matlab, Excel and so on. 
After considering the feasibility, an good ideal occurred that, it is possible to 
design a web application,which is able to integrate functions of these several 
software and applications to simplify the evaluation process. Furthermore, 
compared with normal local software and applications, web application is more 
convenient for users to access via the internet. Dr. Liu reinforced this ideal, after 
having a short discuss with him. 
Contemporary society background also gives supports to develop this project, it is 
known that the competition between enterprises became increasingly intensive 
and brutal, it is so essential for the companies to keep their strategies adapt to, 
even ahead to current customer needs and dynamic economic environment, or it 
will cause fatal strategic mistake. The famous case is that Nokia has been 
surpassed by Apple and Samsung within only half a year after CEO made some 
questionable decisions, this real time example has truly proved the importance of 
assessment and adjustment of strategy/1/. 
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Figure 1. 
 
 
1.2 Objective of the Paper 
This paper mainly introduces the theoretical basis behind the project and the 
development process of the web application. Firstly, this article introduce the plan 
and schedule of this project. Furthermore, programming languages and 
programming tools are introduced by this thesis. In order to help readers to have a 
clear picture about importance of evaluation process, this paper will explain how 
will the manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership affect the 
performance of enterprises, besides, the method of this web application help 
managers to make correct decisions by Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to 
achieve better company strategies will also be clearly introduced. What more is 
that, the difficulties occurred during the procedure of implementing theoretical 
knowledge into building the website are also been talked in this paper. The last 
chapter concludes the achievements from this project, and what is the result from 
the application. 
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1.3 Planning of the Project 
This project was started from 15th of December 2012 and have been finished by 
1st April 2013. The planning procedure for this project can be divided into three 
steps. 
The first step is collecting the information about the project. It is really important 
that to look into these theoretical knowledge and have a deep conversation with 
supervisor before starting doing this project, this procedure contributes to a whole 
picture that what should been done in the next several month and set up a 
reasonable schedule to follow in order to finish the project on time with nice 
quality. 
The second step is designing the web application by depending on the information 
collected by the previous step. After having all the necessary information about 
this project, it is the time to start to design the structure of project depending on 
the objective functions of the application. Furthermore, it is also crucial to decide 
the following key points before implementing code, such as, programming 
languages and programming tools. 
Besides, with well-prepared plan and pre-designed schedule, the project can be 
confidently started and finished step by step. 
The last indispensable step is the procedure of testing and debugging. It is very 
important to send to friends and classmates and of course supervisor to check, 
asking for  information of their using experience, which is so valuable for 
modifying  application to be better. 
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2 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND TOOLS 
2.1 Programming Language 
2.1.1 HTML & HTML5 
"HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is an language for describing the 
structure of Web pages"/2/. In simple terms, HTML is a most used Markup 
Language for creating websites, which not only can define the font and colour for 
websites, but also can "publish online documents with heading, text, table, photo, 
etc". It also can be composed to visible and audible web pages by using web 
browsers. Furthermore, some other languages can be integrated into the HTML 
language and work together to achieve goals. For instance, Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS), JavaScript. Obviously, HTML5 is the fifth version of HTML 
standard, compared with HTML, several new powerful function have been added 
into the feature, such as creating sliders and videos, which are really simplify the 
work of website development. 
 
2.1.2 Cascading Style Sheets 
"CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is the language for describing the presentation of 
Web pages, including colours, layout, and fonts"/3/. Usually, CSS file is an 
independent file. It is very convenient that single defined CSS file can be referred 
to multiple HTML files, which is helpful for worker to reduce workload, that 
make is more easy to maintain the websites. CSS language is also able to change 
the colour and font of the websites, furthermore, it is able to make more advanced 
setting for the websites, such as change background. 
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2.1.3 JavaScript & jQuery 
“JavaScript is a client-side script language, which mostly implemented on web 
applications, which is able to interact with user instantly./4/” JavaScript has been 
influenced by C language and Java, its Syntax is similar to C language, but the 
Names in the language are from java. Besides, it is possible to use JavaScript 
outside of Web Application, such as PDF documents, desktop widgets. 
“jQuery is a JavaScript library which designs to simplify the client-side scripting 
of HTML by its easy-understanding syntax and powerful function./5/” Such as 
navigate a document, select DOM elements, create chart and animation and so on. 
jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in use currently. 
 
2.2 Designing Tools 
2.2.1 Eclipse 
“Eclipse is a multi-language software development environment./6/” Because of 
Eclipse is written in Java, so that it can be used to develop application in Java 
without any plug-ins. But you have add various plug-ins, if users want to develop 
application in languages other than Java, such as, JavaScript, C, C++, Perl, Python, 
etc.. 
2.2.2 Google Chrome 
“Google Chrome is freeware web browser designed by Google that works rely on 
Webkit layout engine./7/” Beginning with 4.0 version of Chrome, it has passed all 
aspects of the Acid3 test, which means it is able to strongly support different web 
standard. Besides, a multi-process architecture is implemented in Chrome, which 
prevents tasks from interfering with each other and contributes to stability and 
reliability. Furthermore, it is very important that Chrome browser is strongly 
support HTML5, it pass the HTML5 test with high score. According to the 
previous advantages, Chrome has been chosen as testing web browser to develop 
and debug Web Application without hesitation. 
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3 THEORETICAL BASIS 
3.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a Multi Criteria decision making method/8/, 
which is originally developed base on mathematics and psychology by Professor 
Thomas L. Saaty in 1970/9/. AHP method not only decomposes the decision 
problem into sub-problems to help decision-maker to analyse easily, but also it is 
able to evaluate the best fitted answer for the problems. This method has already 
been utilized around the world in different decision-making situations by different 
organizations and scholars, such as education, government, industry and business. 
The principle of the Analytic Hierarchy Process is that to decompose the target 
decision problem into several easily understandable sub-problems. Secondly, it is 
the time to analyse each sub-problem independently. Besides, summarize the 
results of the sub-problems and evaluate the most suitable final solution for the 
problem. It is very important that AHP method is able to convert those evaluations 
into numerical data which can be process and calculated in the next step. Finally, 
it is important to check the Consistency Ratio of the final solution, though human 
is not always consistent; it allowed having small inconsistency in the judgments. 
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It is always practical to use an example to explain the application of Analytic 
Hierarchy Process in daily life case. In this case, Jack need to sort three types of 
fruits (Apple, Cherry and Banana) by his preference. 
 
Figure 2. 
The next step is to paired comparison, which able to decompose difficult decision 
problem into easily solvable sub-problems. It is essential to introduce the scale 
method before starting the comparison process. As illustrated in Figure 4, each 
value on the coordinate represents different preference for each fruit. When the 
mark is on the place of value 1 that means Jack has no preference for these two 
fruits. Otherwise, Jack much prefers the fruit which is more close to the mark. 
 
 
Figure 3. /10/ 
After understanding the relative scale method, it is also need to know the number 
of comparison, which is the number of objects need to compare, by checking the 
table 5.  
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Table 4. /10/ 
 
It shows that when the Number of Objects is 3, the number of comparison is also 
3. So that three comparisons should be made. It is necessary to mention that the 
order of the comparison is also very important. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. /10/ 
 
The next step is to start on paired comparisons between these three fruits, which 
are Apple, Banana and Cherry. As demonstrated in the Figure 7, Jack slightly 
prefers Banana than the Apple. But he much prefers Apple than the Cherry. And 
he is more interesting about Banana than the Cherry. 
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Figure 6. /10/ 
 
The next process is to put these three values on the upper triangles of a matrix. If 
the value is on the left-hand side of the value 1, the actual value should be put into 
the matrix; otherwise, its reciprocal value should be put into the upper triangles of 
the matrix. 
 
 
Figure 7. /10/ 
 
After having values on the upper triangles of the matrix, values on the lower 
triangles can be easily obtained, which equal the reciprocal value of the upper 
triangles. Then the complete matrix has been achieved. 
 
Figure 8. /10/ 
The next step is to try to find the weight or priority vector for each fruit, which 
represents Jack’s preference to different fruit we mentioned before. In order to 
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obtain the weight for each fruit, there are still four steps remains. First of all, 
calculating the sum of each column as shown in Figure 10. 
 
 
Figure 9. /10/ 
 
Secondly, dividing each value in the matrix by its sum of column, then 
normalized relative weight for each fruit on each column, and the sum of each 
column has become to 1. 
 
 
Figure 10. /10/ 
 
The Normalized Principal Eigen Vector or Priority Vector for each object can be 
obtained by calculating the sum of each row divided by number of comparison 
objectives. As the following Figure 12 shows us the weight of each fruit and the 
sum of final weight of each fruit equals to 1. 
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Figure 11. /10/ 
 
The Priority Vectors demonstrate the relative weights for each fruit, which 
represent how much preference from Jack to each fruit. It is easily to see that Jack 
prefer Banana approximately 2.27 (=0.6434/0.2828) times more than Apple, and 
8.72 (=0.6434/0.0738) times more than Cherry. Then it is convenient for Jack to 
make the decision that Banana definitely is his first choice and Cherry is his last 
Choice. 
After all human’s decisions are not always consistent, it is necessary to check the 
logic and inconsistency about the judgments they have made. In this case, after 
obtaining weight for each fruit, it is essential to check if the result is reasonable 
and acceptable by referring to the value of Consistency Ratio, which is the 
benchmark of inconsistency of these judgments. There are four steps needed to 
obtain the value of consistency Ratio.  
Firstly, it is needed to calculate the Principal Eigen Value of the matrix by using 
the results which have obtained in the previous calculation, such as sum of 
column and relative weight of each fruit. 
 
Principal Eigen Value: 
 = 215 × 0.2828 +
31
21 × 0.6434 + 13 × 0.0738 = 3.0967 
 
Secondly, it is the time to calculate the Inconsistency Index, which can be 
understood as the degree of inconsistency. And the largest inconsistency exists 
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when the n equals to number of matrix, which is 3 in this case.  
 
Inconsistency Index (CI): 
 = 	  −  − 1 =
3.0967 − 3
2 = 0.0484 
n is the size of the matrix 
 
Thirdly, after having the value of Inconsistency Index in this case, it is necessary 
to check the appropriate Inconsistency Index value, which can be obtained by 
checking Random Consistency Index (RI) table. This table represents a composite 
of two different experiments performed by Professor Saaty and his colleague, 500 
random reciprocal n times n matrices were generated for n = 3 to n = 15 using the 
1 to 9 scale/11/. 
 
 
Table 12. 
 
Finally, it is the time to compare Inconsistency Index with appropriate value, 
which is 0.58 when n equals to 3 from Random Consistency (RI) Index table. 
Consistency Ratio (CRI): 
 = ( = 3) =
0.0484
0.58 = 0.083 < 0.1 
 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49
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After having the value of Consistency Ratio, it is crucial to setup a standard value 
to control the degree of deviation by comparing the CR to the standard value. 
Smaller standard value represents better accuracy. In the normal case, the standard 
value has been set to 0.1, when CR is smaller than 0.1, which means this 
previously obtained data is acceptable and reliable, otherwise, the logic behind the 
judgments should be checked. 
 
3.2 Manufacturing Strategy 
Miles and Snow classify organizations into four groups based on their strategies, 
which are Prospector, Analyzer, Defender and Reactor/12/. In the prospector 
group, the organizations always keep on researching new technology for the 
future and exploring their business opportunity in new market. “These 
organizations often are the creators of change and uncertainty to which their 
competitors must respond”.  
But organizations in the Defender group have different features; firstly, they have 
relatively narrow product-market domains than the organizations from Prospector 
group. In addition, Defender organizations usually attempt to search new business 
opportunity outside of their narrow domain. Furthermore, these Defender 
organizations require highly expert top managers in order to run the organization 
effectively.  
The Analyzer organizations have the several features either similar to Prospector 
organizations or Defender organizations. Analyzer organizations have two 
different types of product- market domain. In their stable domain, these 
organizations run as Defender organizations, which operate routinely and 
effectively by using formalized structures and processes. But in their relatively 
turbulent domain, they intend to search new business ideals and to explore new 
business market by adapting themselves to the dynamic economic environment.  
As for the Reactor Group, the leaders are able to frequently detect the changes and 
uncertainties happened inside the organization, but usually fail to response 
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effectively, because organizations are short for reasonable strategy-structure 
relationship. As a result, the organizations usually made adjustments on account 
of pressure from outside environment, other than from itself. /13/ 
 
Based on previous theory, (Takala, j., Kamdee, T., Hirvela j., and Kyllonen, S. 
2007b) had introduced an analytical model to evaluate Manufacturing Strategies 
Index (MSI), which is the benchmark of manufacturing strategy competitiveness, 
for prospector, analyser and defender groups by considering their priority weight 
on four core factors, there are Quality (Q), Cost (C), Time (T) and Flexibility (F), 
respectively. The reason of the reactor group have not been taken into evaluation 
is that reactor group does not contribute to stable and effective organizations and 
is advised to change to one of those three groups. /14/ 
The formulas used to compute the weights of elements are as follow: 
% =  +  +  
% =  +  +  
% = T +  +  
% =  +  +  +  
 
 
The formulas used to evaluate the MSI for each group are as following: 
 ! = 1 − "1 − %#/%& ∙ (1 − 0.9 ∙ %) ∙ (1 − 0.9 ∙ %) ∙ %#/% 
 ( = 1 − (1 − %) ∙ ()*+ ,(0.95 ∙ % − 0.285) ∙ (0.95 ∙ %− 0.285) ∙(0.95 ∙ % − 0.285) -)#/% 
 . = 1 − "1 − %#/%& ∙ (1 − 0.9 ∙ %) ∙ (1 − 0.9 ∙ %) ∙ %#/% 
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3.3 Transformational Leadership 
Transformational Leadership had been first introduced by James MacGregor 
Burns, and then been extendedly explained by Bernard M. Bass for the measuring 
method, as well as influence follower motivation and performance.  There four 
core factor of transformation leadership: Individualized Consideration, Intellectual 
Stimulation, Inspirational Motivation and Idealized Influence. After years of 
research, the effect of transformational leadership has been proved that it is able to 
positively foresee and evaluate performance for both individuals and 
organizations. /15/ 
Based on the previous theoretical basis, (Takala, J., Leskinen, J., Sivusuo, H., 
Hirvela, J., & Kekale, T. 2006) combined sand cone model with transformational 
leadership to measure the direction of outcomes of leadership/16/.  Later on, this 
analytic model has been deeply improved by (Liu, Y., Takala, J. 2010b) to 
enhance its function to evaluate competence of technology, which has been used 
in organizations. The technology of organizations basically can be divided into 
three categories, which are Spearhead Technology (SH), Core Technology (CR) 
and Basic Technology (BS). SH represents the technology mainly orientated 
towards the future, CR is the technology applied nowadays and BS is the common 
technology can be obtain by purchasing and outsourcing/17/.  
The benchmark of transformational leadership is Transformational Leadership 
Index (TLI), which can be calculated by following formulas: 
Outcome Index without classification: (OI): 
/ = 1 −0)1 2313 − 443 , 3
1
3 −  63 , 3
1
3 − 437 
 
The OI model for prospector group: 
/! = 1 − 81 − 44#%9 ∙ (1 − 4) ∙ (1 −  6) ∙  :;<44,  6, 4=#% 
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Where	44 ≥ 0.43	and	4 +  6 ≤ 0.57 
 
The OI model for analyser group: 
/F = 1 − 81 − 	㄰6#%9 ∙ (1 −  :;<44,  6, 4=#%) 
Where	 6 ≥ 0.43	and	44 + 4 ≤ 0.57 
 
The OI model for defender group: 
/. = 1 − 81 − 4#%9 ∙ (1 − 44) ∙ (1 −  6) ∙  :;<44,  6, 4=#% 
Where	4 ≥ 0.43	and	44 +  6 ≤ 0.57 
 
Where: 
EF = Effectiveness; SA = Satisfaction; EE = Extra Effort; 
 
 
Leadership Index (LI): 
G = HG ∙ (1 − 0)1<IG, G=) ∙ (1 − 314 − 0)1<, ,  , J=3) 
Where: 
DL = Deep leadership; PL = Passive leadership; CL = Controlling leadership; 
IC = Individualized consideration; IM = Inspirational Motivation;  
IS = Intellectual Stimulation; BT = Building trust and confidence; 
 
Technology index (TI): 
 = 1 −0)1KL MNOPQRST −  ML, LNOPQRST − L, LJ NOPQRST − J LU 
Where SH = Spearhead technology; CR = Core technology;  
 BS = Basic Technology 
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Resource Index (RI): 
 = (1 − I ∙ (1 − )) ∙ (3 ∙ 0V<I, , /= ∙ ) 
Where PT = People, Technology and Know-how; PC = Process; 
 IT = Information System; OR = Organizations (groups, teams) 
 
Transformational Leadership Index (TLI): 
G = / ∙ G ∙  
 
 
3.4 Overall Competitiveness 
Practical application proved that improving on transformational leadership 
contributes to better organization efficiency, so that transformational leadership is 
the driving force of the manufacturing strategy. As a result, a new analytic model 
has been introduced by (Liu, Y., Takala, J. 2010b), which integrates 
transformational leadership and manufacturing strategy to assess the overall 
competitiveness. /18/ 
 
/ =   ∙ G 
  Where OCI = Overall Competitiveness Index 
 
3.5 Sense and Respond 
The Sense and Respond originally introduced as a business concept in 1992 by 
Stephan H. Haceckel. Later on, the method has been upgraded to a strategy which 
is able to deal with unpredictable changes in the dynamic business 
environment/19/. In recent years, (Ranta, J. M. & Takala, J. 2007) have developed 
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sensor and respond as analytic tool which is capable of evaluating resource 
distribution of organization and comparing the ratio of input resource and 
outcome of manufacturing strategy in an effective way, then the organization can 
make quick response to the evaluation/20/. Several analytic models have been 
introduced in this tool. The formulas are as following: 
The common parts of the equations: 
0WXY:)Z[	;[1 = 6\[Y)][	X^	41W[Z:):VX10  
I[Y^XY0)Z[	;[1 = 6\[Y)][	X^	41W[YV[Z[10  
_)W	;[1 = 3()\]. X^	[1W[YV[Z[ − )\]. X^	[1W[Z:):VX)10 − 13 
H[\[`XW0[:	;[1 = |(J[::[Y −bXY+[) ∙ 0.9 − 1| 
 
The equations for each model except NSCFI are as following: 
Critical Factor Index (CFI): 
 =  :;<[1W[YV[Z[= ∙  :;<[1W[Z:):VX=0WXY:)Z[	;[1 ∙ _	てW	;[1 ∙ H[\[`XW0[:	;[1 
 
Balanced Critical Factor Index (BCFI): 
 H	41W[Z:):VX	;[1 =  :;<[1W[Z:):VX=10 + 1 
 H	41W[YV[Z[	;[1 =  :;<[1W[YV[Z[=10 + 1 
J
=  H		c 1W[Z:):VX	;[1 ∙  H	41W[YV[Z[	;[1 ∙ I[Y^XY0)Z[	;[10WXY:)Z[	;[1 ∙ _)W	;[1 ∙ H[\[`XW0[:	;[1  
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Scaled Critical Factor Index (SCFI): 
  =
d1 ∙ ∑ [[1W[YV[Z[(V) − 1]hi# ∙ d1 ∙ ∑ [[1W[Z:):VX(V) − 10]hi# ∙ I[Y^XY0)Z[	;[1
0WXY:)Z[	;[1 ∙ _)W	;[1 ∙ H[\[`XW0[:	;[1  
 
Special Equations for NSCFI: 
_)W	;[1 = 2Sjk.Nl.mnOmoPSPQNipSjk.Nl.mnOmqQ	c iom#r  
H[\[`XW0[:	;[1 = 2(sNqtm%pumPPmq%) 
 
New Scaled Critical Factor Index (NSCFI): 
v  =
d1 ∙ ∑ [[1W[YV[Z[(V)]21 ∙d1 ∙ ∑ [[1W[Z:):VX(V) − 11]21 ∙ I[Y^XY0)Z[	;[1
0WXY:)Z[	;[1 ∙ _)W	;[1 ∙ H[\[`XW0[:	;[1  
 
4 WEB APPLICATION DESIGN 
4.1 Analysis Problem and Structure Design 
The main ideal about this project is to allow everyone could access to this web 
page via internet to process organization assessment conveniently after reading a 
short instruction. To be more detailed, this application should be able to outcome 
a trustable evaluation result by processing either single or multiple sets of data 
from inquires, and the results have to be demonstrated in table, which is easier for 
users to check and utilize. Besides, some groups of data is required to be 
illustrated as graph on the web page, which gives users a clear big picture about 
the assessment result. Finally, it is very crucial that all of the submitted data and 
final results should be stored in case of future use.  
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Other than common functions, there are two main independent functions needed 
for calculating MSI and TLI. The first one is AHP method that could transform 
empirical data into trustable numerical data. Furthermore, it is obviously 
necessary to find the method to build up the sliders, which can be used to solve 
AHP sub-problem comparing.  
According to the above analysis, it is easy to summarize that several functions 
need to be done in order to accomplish the whole project, there are: 
1. Multiple sets of input data processing  
2. Accurate calculation for assessment result 
3. Generating graphs referring the assessment result 
4. Saving required data for future use 
5. AHP calculation 
6. Slider building up 
 
The application can be basically divided into two forms, the first form is 
responsible for analysing manufacturing strategy index and transformational 
leadership. The AHP method and method of multiple data handling is required on 
the first form, as well as the storage function and graph generating function after 
obtaining the result, the function flow of the first chart works as the following 
figure. 
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Figure 13. 
The second part of the application takes charge of dealing with sense and 
responds calculation. It also need multiple data handling, storage function and 
graph generating function as the first form does. 
 
 
Figure 14. 
4.2 Website Design 
4.2.1 MSI & TLI Form 
After collecting theoretical information and understanding implementing 
methodology in Expert Choice utilization and Matlab Coding about MSI and TLI 
evaluation from (Liu, Y. 2010), it is easy to know that AHP calculation is a 
crucial part of the MSI & TLI form, so that solving the AHP calculation problem 
is an inevitable step. It is known that paired comparison is the main content of the 
AHP method. As a result, it is very important to make a way to simplify the paired 
comparison process. /21/ 
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After an overall consideration, maintaining this problem can be perfectly solved 
by building up sliders, which makes the comparison process visible and handier to 
operate. Furthermore, sliders can be directly built up by using HTML5 without 
any problems. The following Figures showed the appearance of the slider in a 
HTML5 supporting browser, which is Google Chrome in this case. 
 
 
Figure 15. 
the source code which defining the above sliders is as following, as you can see 
from the code, the sliders have been defined in HTML5 by using tag "input" with 
attribute "range", the value range of slider is being defined by attribute "min" and 
"max" from -9 to 9, besides, the initial value of the slider is 0 which defined by 
the attribute value. Lastly, a display value has been referred to the value of the 
slider by using the attribute "onchange", once the slider value changes, this 
display should be changed immediately, and this display helps us to monitor the 
value of slider effectively. 
 <input name="q" type="range" step="1" min="-9" max="9" value="0"  
     onchange =" showValue (this.value,'range',0)"  /> 
 <span id = "range">0</span> 
 <script type = "text/javascript"> 
 function showValue(newValue) 
 { 
    document.getElementById("range").innerHTML = newValue; 
 } 
 </script> 
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Depending on the theoretical part of the MSI & TLI, it is necessary to consider 
that there are many groups of slider. It is complex to make every single slider by 
the previous mentioned method. So that it is reasonable to introduce a new tool to 
update the previous method. This tool is the jQuery, it is able to define the setting 
of all the sliders inside of web page by tracking html tag "input", as well as 
synchronizing the display and actual value of the sliders. The source code is 
demonstrated by following: 
 
  $("#AHP input").attr("value","0"); 
  $("#AHP input").attr("min","-8"); 
  $("#AHP input").attr("max","8"); 
  $("#AHP input").each(function() 
  { 
   $(this).change(); 
  }); 
 
Then the HTML code for each slider can be simplified as following, as you can 
see from code, there are three elements in the function "showValue", which are 
new display value, single slider id and slider group id, respectively. With updated 
"showValue" function, not only the display value for each single slider can be 
perfectly handled, but also sliders can be divided into several groups in order to 
make AHP calculations. 
 
  <input name="q" type="range" step="1"  
      onchange = "showValue (this.value,'range',0)" /> 
  <span id="range">0</span> 
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From previous steps we know that the sliders source code have been simplified by 
using both jQuery and updated "showValue" function, now it is the time to look 
deeply into the "showValue" function and explain the algorithms which have been 
used to achieve AHP method.  
The first effect of function "showValue" is to redefine the slider value by mapping 
sets of new value upon the original value. It is known that from the theoretical 
section of AHP, the value range of ideal sliders should between -9 to 9, besides 
without value -1 and 0 inside the range. But the value range of original defined 
slider always contains value 0 and -1 inside. As shown in the following source 
code, one set of display value cover the original values with correct order, then the 
display value changes between -9 and 9 without value 0 and -1 inside when sliders 
are moving. 
 
    display[-8] = '-9'; 
   display[-7] = '-8'; 
   display[-6] = '-7'; 
   display[-5] = '-6'; 
   display[-4] = '-5'; 
   display[-3] = '-4'; 
    display[-2] = '-3'; 
    display[-1] = '-2'; 
    display[0] = '1'; 
    display[1] = '2'; 
    display[2] = '3'; 
    display[3] = '4'; 
    display[4] = '5'; 
    display[5] = '6'; 
    display[6] = '7'; 
    display[7] = '8'; 
    display[8] = '9'; 
 
In the second step, the showValue function should be able to transform display to 
corresponding calculating value before taking into the AHP calculation. Then 
another set of new value have to be mapping upon the display value for the later 
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on calculating purpose. The detail of source code demonstrates are shown 
following, 
  calculate['9'] = 1/9; 
  calculate['8'] = 1/8; 
  calculate['7'] = 1/7; 
  calculate['6'] = 1/6; 
  calculate['5'] = 1/5; 
  calculate['4'] = 1/4; 
  calculate['3'] = 1/3; 
  calculate['2'] = 1/2; 
  calculate['1'] = 1; 
  calculate['-2'] = 2; 
  calculate['-3'] = 3; 
  calculate['-4'] = 4; 
  calculate['-5'] = 5; 
  calculate['-6'] = 6; 
  calculate['-7'] = 7; 
  calculate['-8'] = 8; 
  calculate['-9'] = 9; 
 
After defining correct calculating value for sliders, the next move should be 
picking up calculating value from sliders and put into the matrix. 
 
if(lengthOfMatrix===4) 
 {        
 m.rows[0] = new Array( 1               ,   valueVector[0],   valueVector[1], valueVector[2]); 
 m.rows[1] = new Array( 1/valueVector[0],                1,   valueVector[3], valueVector[4]); 
  m.rows[2] = new Array( 1/valueVector[1], 1/valueVector[3],                1, valueVector[5]); 
 m.rows[3]= new Array( 1/valueVector[2], 1/valueVector[4], 1/valueVector[5],              1); 
 }else if(lengthOfMatrix===3) 
 { 
 m.rows[0] = new Array( 1               ,   valueVector[0],   valueVector[1]); 
 m.rows[1] = new Array( 1/valueVector[0],                1,   valueVector[2]); 
 m.rows[2] = new Array( 1/valueVector[1], 1/valueVector[2],                1); 
 } 
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The above-mentioned code demonstrated two formats of matrix have been set in 
the form, which works for dealing with different groups’ size of slider. The value 
of sliders should be put into the right size of matrix by depending on the group 
size of slider.  
After obtaining completed matrix, all the requirements are done for calculating the 
priority weight of each object. The next action should be normalizing each 
column of the matrix. In order to fulfil this action, two sub-steps should be done. 
The first sub-step is to calculate the sum of each column, the second sub-step is to 
normalize each value by divided by the sum of each column.  
 
function sumColumn()        
 { 
  for (var i = lengthOfMatrix - 1; i >= 0; i--)  
  {  
   for (var j = lengthOfMatrix - 1; j >= 0; j--)  
   {   
    vector[j] = vector[j] + m.rows[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 function normalizeColumns()        
 { 
  for (var i = lengthOfMatrix - 1; i >= 0; i--)  
  {  
   for (var j = lengthOfMatrix - 1; j >= 0; j--)  
   {   
    m.rows[i][j]= m.rows[i][j] / vector[j]; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 
The last step need to be done in order to achieve priority weight of each objects is 
that, normalizing each row of the matrix.  
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 function sumAndNormalizeRows()       
 { 
  finalParameter=[]; 
  for (var i = 0; i < lengthOfMatrix; i++)  
  { 
   finalParameter[i] = sum(m.rows[i])/lengthOfMatrix; 
  } 
 } 
After achieving result of priority weight for each objects, it is always necessary to 
calculate the Consistency Ratio of the result to certify the result is acceptable and 
trustable. Several steps should be made before obtaining the Consistency Ratio. 
And it is known that clearly from the theory part, the first step of the process is to 
calculate the Principal Eigen Value. The source code is shown as following, 
 
 function calculateLambdaMax()       
 { 
  var finalVectorCopy = new Array(); 
  for(var i  = 0; i < finalParameter.length ; i++) 
   { 
   finalVectorCopy[i] = finalParameter[i]; 
   } 
  return sumProducts(finalVectorCopy,vector); 
 } 
 
Then the next step is to calculate the Consistency Index and Consistency Ratio. 
Because the Random Consistency is vary from size of the matrix, so that there are 
two different values for Random Consistency in this case. After calculating all the 
result, it is essential to put all the results back into the html form. The source code 
can be checked by following content: 
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var ci = (calculateLambdaMax()- lengthOfMatrix)/(lengthOfMatrix-1);  
 
if(groups.rows[group_id].length===3) 
{     
var cr = ci / 0.58;        
document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"1").value= finalParameter[0].toFixed(5); 
document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"2").value= finalParameter[1].toFixed(5);  
document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"3").value= finalParameter[2].toFixed(5); 
document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"4").value= cr.toFixed(5); 
 } 
else if(groups.rows[group_id].length===6) 
{  
 var cr = ci / 0.9;  
 document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"1").value= finalParameter[0].toFixed(5); 
 document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"2").value= finalParameter[1].toFixed(5);  
 document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"3").value= finalParameter[2].toFixed(5); 
 document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"4").value= finalParameter[3].toFixed(5);   
 document.getElementById("m"+group_id+"5").value= cr.toFixed(5); 
 } 
 
As illustrated from following figure, the sliders redefinition and AHP calculating process 
has been finished. The value of sliders display aside, then followed by the result of the 
AHP calculation. 
 
 
Figure 16. 
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It is necessary to introduce the method, which is able integrates and synchronizes slider's 
value displaying, AHP calculating process and result displaying into one system. This 
means that, once the value on the sliders have been changed, then the display value will 
change to the new value immediately, furthermore, the AHP calculating value will be also 
changed, as a result, the new priority weights of each object and consistency ratio should 
be calculated, then displayed on the form. This so called Instantly React Mechanism have 
been explained by using source codes. 
It is always reasonable to analyse problem by following the logic of its work flow. The 
first action is that the mark on slider have been dragged.  
 
 
Figure 17. 
 
The new value will be detected by the attribute "onchange" instantly, and be 
putted into function "showValue" to replace the previous value. 
 
 
Figure 18. 
 
After the new value of the slider have been inputted into the function 
"showValue", the display value will change immediately by using the following 
code. 
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Figure 19. 
 
Furthermore, the previous calculating values are replaced by the new input value 
instantly. The source code is following, 
 
for(var i = 0;i < length; i++)       
 { 
valueVector[i]=calculate[document.getElementById(groups.rows[group_id][i]).innerHTML];  
 }  
 
After have gone through those chain reaction, finally, the changing priority 
weights of objects and display value are shown on the form by moving the slider. 
 
 
Figure 20. 
 
This Instantly Reaction Mechanism contributes to easier operations to users, this 
feature helps user to adjust their judgment effectively, by depending on checking 
the changing priority weight of objects and value of consistency. 
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4.2.2 Sense and Respond Form 
The appearance of the Sense and Respond Form should look like following to 
fulfil the requirement of needed data collection. 
 
Figure 21. 
As demonstrated in the previous Figure 22, several types of input have been set in 
the one form, such as radio and text. Then the HTML code for constructing the 
form is shown as following. 
 
<input type="text" size="3" name="et1"> 
<input type="text" size="3" name="ep1"> 
<input type="radio" name="pi1" value="-1" />Worse 
<input type="radio" name="pi1" value="0" />Same 
<input type="radio" name="pi1" value="1" />Better 
<input type="radio" name="fi1" value="-1" />Worse 
<input type="radio" name="fi1" value="0" />Same 
<input type="radio" name="fi1" value="1" />Better 
 
After setting the format of the form, it is logical to focus on the data process. As 
mentioned before, this application should have multiple data processing ability, so 
that the first problem be arisen is that discovering a way to save and demonstrate 
submitted data for the final calculation.  
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for(var i=0; i<24; i++) 
 { 
 pastDevelopment = null; 
 futureDevelopment = null; 
 var radios = document.getElementsByName('pi'+(i+1));   
 for (var j = 0; j < radios.length; j++)  
  { 
    if (radios[j].checked) 
   { 
   pastDevelopment = new Number(radios[j].value); 
   }  
  } 
 var radios = document.getElementsByName('fi'+(i+1)); 
 for (var j = 0; j < radios.length; j++)  
 { 
   if (radios[j].checked) 
  { 
  futureDevelopment = new Number(radios[j].value); 
   } 
 } 
 sensorData.rows[i] = new Array(document.getElementsByName('et'+(i+1))[0].value, 
                         document.getElementsByName('ep'+(i+1))[0].value, 
                pastDevelopment,    
                                                                futureDevelopment) 
} 
myArray.push(sensorData); 
  
The above-mentioned code was used to check values for each radio button and 
text box, then picking pick it up from the html and pushing into an array. In order 
to demonstrate submitted data in HTML, dynamic tables have been used. The 
dynamic tables have been generated upon the form directly. The sample of 
dynamic table demonstrates as following. 
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Figure 22. 
 
After saving submitted data into array and demonstrating on the HTML form, the 
final result can be easily calculated by using the data stored in the array. The next 
most concerning problem is to handle the graph generating function of the form. 
For the sake of generating decent bar chart and radar chart as the requirements, 
other libraries have to be used. In this case, the Highcharts has been used, which is 
a charting library written in HTML and JavaScript and offering intuitive and 
interactive chart to the web application/22/. The next two figures showed the bar 
chart and radar chart which are generated by using Hightcharts. 
 
 
Figure 23. 
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Figure 24. 
 
The last step is to save all of the information for future use. In this case, Exporting 
Excel File would be the best choice. Compared with other method, there are 
several obvious advantage to saving data in Excel files, firstly, data can be 
directly modified by using Excel, such as, generating new chart and sorting the 
data by orders. Secondly, Excel can be operating in offline Environment, once 
users have exported Excel file from the program, the internet connection does not 
needed anymore. The jQuery has been used in order to fulfil this function. The 
code is shown as following. 
 
$(document).ready(function()  
{ 
    $("#excelExport").click(function(e)  
 { 
          var dt = new Date(); 
           var day = dt.getDate(); 
         var month = dt.getMonth() + 1; 
        var year = dt.getFullYear(); 
       var hour = dt.getHours(); 
         var mins = dt.getMinutes(); 
        var postfix = day + "." + month + "." + year + "_" + hour + "." + mins; 
       var a = document.createElement('a'); 
       var data_type = 'data:application/vnd.ms-excel'; 
       var table_div = document.getElementById('myDynamicResult'); 
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   var table_html = table_div.outerHTML.replace(/ /g, '%20'); 
         a.href = data_type + ', '; 
          a.href = a.href + table_html; 
   a.download = 'Senor2_' + postfix + '.xls'; 
           a.click(); 
              e.preventDefault(); 
     }); 
}); 
 
As shown in the source code, this form is not only able to generate a desired Excel 
File, but also can add the local time of generating into the Excel file. The 
generated Excel File is shown as following figure. 
 
 
Figure. 25 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
As a summary, the web application have been built successfully in a basic way, 
and required functions have been done, such as, accurate evaluation of 
competitiveness, graph generating and data storage. Several advantages and 
drawbacks are necessary to be mentioned here. It is natural that advantages comes 
first. 
The first advantage of this web application is the very simple operation. 
Compared with original evaluation process, which is mainly rely on AHP 
software (Expert Choice) and Matlab program, this web application only need a 
computer with internet connection. Any freshman are able to use this web 
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application to make an evaluation for organizations after reading a very short 
instructions. 
The second benefit about this application is high flexibility. It is very convenient 
for users’ access the application via internet at all time and places, instead of 
carrying a heavy computer with multiple required software installed all day long. 
Thirdly, it is handier for users to process the analysis work afterwards. One of 
most useful feature of this web application that it is able to export Excel file to 
save the important data. So that users can easily operate the generated excel files 
afterwards, to make charts and calculations depending on the saved data. 
To be frank, it are still several drawbacks in this web application. First of all, this 
web application works overly rely on client side function. It is very possible to 
slow down the application in the future by furthering more functions in client side 
of the application. 
The second drawback of the application is the accuracy of the evaluation result. 
Compared with professional AHP software, it still shows slight deviation on the 
AHP calculation part. As a result, the final evaluation result is inevitably 
influenced, even there is only a slight deviation on AHP result. 
The third disadvantage is that application is unable to store generated graph into 
the Excel file, users have to edit excel file to generate another sets of new chart 
afterwards. 
Overall, after comparing the advantages and disadvantage of this application, this 
web application is still a solid tool which is able to fulfil the basic requirements of 
performance evaluation for organizations. It is totally worthy to spend time to 
develop this application. 
Future improvement for this application can be applied to several aspects. Firstly, 
a practical inspect mechanism can be added into the application, which is 
responsible for checking the movement of sliders, this system could help user to 
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avoid from skipping untouched sliders. Secondly, it is would be more convenient 
if the application generated chart can be directly stored in the exported Excel file.  
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APPEARANCE A. Web Application Files 
1. index.html 
2. senor.html 
3. senor2.html 
4. jquery-1.8.3.min.js 
5. highcharts.js 
6. highcharts-more.js 
7. exporting.js 
8. Metro-UI-CSS-master/css/modern.css 
9. Metro-UI-CSS-master/css/modern-responsive.css 
10. prettify.css 
11. googlechart/SurfacePlot.js 
12. googlechart/ColourGradient.js 
 
 
